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"The term ‘?)ll„büC” sigmifies the world itseß in so far as it is common

to all ofus and distürguishedfrom ourprivately owned place in it. This

world, however, is not ülentical with the earth or nature, as the lünüed

space for the movement ofmen and the general condüüm oforgarub life.

It is related, rather, to the human hands, as well as to ajfa1}·s which go

on among those who inhabü the man-made world together. To live

together ni the world means essentially that a world ofthbags is between

those who have it in common, as a table Ls located between those who sü

around it; the world lüce every in-between, relates and separates men at

the same tune. ”

Hannah Arendt
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Introduction

This collection of works from two movements in an architectural education represent the
ehallenging of one learning situation by another. It is not a definitive study on architectural
education, but rather dociunents the search for a point of one student of architecture.

The volume focuses on the two summation points thus far, the undergraduate thesis and the
graduate thesis. The inclusion of the first is to provide a reference point for the direction taken in
the graduate work.

The volume consists of three sections. The first consists of the undergraduate thesis, A Geriatrie
Facility, and graduate work along the saine line of process and thought. The second is a collection of
architectural essays, with “wall” as the theme from which each essay departs. The third is a
deseriptive analysis of the principles manifested in the wall studies. The third section analysis seeks
to establish a first principle by posing aquestion.·

Each movement begins with a discourse of the issues and influences explored in the sequence of
works which follows, ending with a subjective description of the significance of each lesson. The
work of each movement is organized according to development and intention, ehronologically
ordered only when it parallels the analysis of development.

There are a common set of qualities and characteristics revealed through an analysis of the
collected works. lt is a heterogeneous structure of the parts which comprise a whole, to
develop the emotions of a space tlu·ough the tactility explored in models and drawings. An
understanding of the basic notion of ‘to relate und to separate° is developing, manifested in the
theme of ‘to lmrbor und to brüzgforth ’ which forms a basic struct1u·e of the work.

As a body of work, the graduate thesis raises the question of: what is an architectural project;
when does a project challenge; when does it test; and when does it document what is known? This
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body of work challenges, for it is challenging where true discoveries are made.

This work requires another project with limits, to test the discoveries of the exploration of the

themes which emerged through the constructions.
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Experinients With an Education

“The way in which the human maid knows the nature ofthings is abstractive and discursive, for

the mtellect draws its conceptions from sense and ünagüzation and proceeds from there by means of

judgement and reason. ”

St. Thomas Aquinas

can be defined as a search to know the natiu·e of An architectural education is

the learning of the architecture of things, their elements and parts. This includes not only the

material, i.e. walls, floors, ceilings, but the abstract which defines struct1u·e, expression, limits.

There are lirnitations and the exploration of these elements as a result of an education based on

two points: establishing a process; and human needs from the psychology of behaviorism. Process

may be defined as a linear sequence of steps which lead to the solution of a problem. Behaviorism

abandons the concept of the mind and consciousness in favor of the objective study of human

behavior and needs. This detaches the work from a context of “things. ”

By re-evaluating the role of "thü¤king” and the role of ‘j1lay” in an architectural education,

process and human needs are tested. To be able to consider the role of thinking, it is first necessary

to clarify the niisconceptions of the use of ideas of reason, from the discipline of philosophy. It was

held that one began a work of architecture by thinking, translating an idea from outside of the realm

of architecture, to give meaning to the work. Heidegger writes of as informing the poetic

only indirectly, and that the potential of interference in the conception of the work is ever present.

The poetic work commences with the irmocence of play, with a Through

imagination and the sense the properties and qualities of the thing are explored. The significance of

play is expressed by Alvar Aalto in the following:
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“In order to achieve practuval goals and valul aesthetic forms inconnection with architecture one

cannot always start from a rational and technural standpoint - perhaps even never. Human

unagination must have free room in which to unfold. This was usually the case with my experunents

ut wood. Pure playfidform, wüh no practicalfunction whatsoever have in some cases led to a

practicalform... ”

Sincere play will lead to valid aesthetic forms. What must be allowed for, and learned from, are the

unsuccessliil paths which will also unfold, providing detours and the opportunities to double back.

Learning cannot be a linear process, but rather as Jerome Brimer describes, it is a ‘spü·al

currwulwn’ building upon earlier discoveries while spiraling back to understand them in a new way.

A result of oscillating between doing and thinking, the dialectic, which by doing. The ‘thing”

which is the subject of the doing, provides a point from which to start. This is reflected in Aquinas’

statement ‘to know the nature ofa thing through ünagüaation and the senses, ’ apprehending and

understanding the properties and qualities of

theTheprinciples apprehended through play are basic; it is the combination of these simple

‘observation and reflections’ which, as Jolm Locke states, builds to the complex.

To form a position to from in learning, begin with a which can be contemplated.
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Architectural Essays

“As an archüect one can dream ofcreatürg a good hedgerow. We know these hedgerows from the
würter landscape where they stand naked, trees and bushes thick and intertwined, softemärg the
fierce force ofthe winter würd. Then comes sprürg and the tune to bloom. The yearly wonder as the
hedge awakens and is alive, rich in color. ”

Jorn Utzon

Architecture requires the poetic knowledge of the individual, the themselves, understanding
it in such a way as to release the work into its own, with its own course of development. Creating an
element which has that quality which brings it into its own necessitates a balance between experience
and theory. Aristotle states that “experrence is knowledge ofthe individual, and theory is knowledge
ofthe universal, actions and productrbns are knowledge ofthe hrdivüiual. ” Each wall construction
has explored an understanding of the properties and the characteristics of the element and its
composition of parts. The variance from essay to essay occurs by a change of scale, investigating the
wall from the vantage of one man, responding to the scale of an individual, to the wall as a building,
with a range of spaces from the great hall° to the ‘catacombs. ’

There are a set of characteristics which are common to each study, the sense of construction

developing the pieces, the text1u•e of each material, the development of the section not from rational
constraints but from the spaces and the elements which define the space. These properties can be
traced to the influence of Goethe’s phrase ‘srgmfieant roughness. ‘ Designing not to the complete but .
to construct the structur·e front which it develops its own course.

There are a collection of thoughts which the constructions provoked they stand now as individual
statements not yet having that thread or principle which binds them together, and are as follows.

The constmctions (things) establish a dialogue with man: as a solitary object marking the A
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landscape or as a set of objects which enclose and define a place.

The “wall” as an interval between two dissimiliar institutions of° man which protects and fortifies
each: to divide, to defend, to protect and to bring forth.

There are places of a wall in which one is harbored or which form a stage: the space within a wall
is a place to harbor the individual, his thoughts and memories; the space aroimd the wall is a place
for the world to be played, a world of institutions.

Each element is composed of parts each having its own significance: the rampart, the interval
between which protects and defends; the pole and the beam, which establish the continuity and
rhythm of the wall; the wickerwork, the fabric of the wall which shields by establishing the texture of
the wall.

The first wall constructed yielded the majority of the statements and it is believed that by

returning to this wall an analysis will reveal or cause a question to form which locates the principle
which threads the statements together.
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Süe, a place in which everything comes together, is concentrated. The
site gathers onto itseß supremely and in the extreme. Its gathering

powerpenetrates andpervades everything. The süe, the gatherüzgpower,
gathers ui and preserves all ü has gathered, not like an encapsulating

shell but rather by penetrating with üs light all ü has gathered, and only
thus releasing ü into its own nature.

Martin Heidegger
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Forming a Beginning Point

"Particularüies out ofwhich the universe is made. ”

Alvaro Siza

A point, first principle, may be formed from the characteristics manifested in the
construction of an element as a itself. The wall chosen for further analysis is the ‘chipboard’

wall, it is the only essay which addresses the wall as a thing, having physical properties which express
a dialogue with an individual. The quiddity of the wall, is not its ideas rather it is the properties
which define it. As M. Merleau-Ponty states “That lookbigfor the Worlds essence is not lookingfor

what ü is as an idea once ü has been reduced to a theme ofdiscourse: it is lookingfor what it is as a

factfor us before any themattbations. ” Beginning by describing the properties of

aThewall constructed of chipboard began with observations of the section and mass, construction,

texture, and its reference to the body, by studying the walls of Kahn, Scarpa, and of Anasazi. These

studies defined the point from which the wall could be explored developing its own course, through

its expression of ‘to harbor’ and ‘to brütgforth’.

The point of a work does not occur in isolation, rather as Heidegger writes it oecurs in

the ‘stülness ofan earlier chüdhood, and that in the stülness ofanother. ’ The work builds adding

another layer as learning builds upon what is known iiirthering the development while distancing

itself from theoriginal.A
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Ending With a Question

Wfhat is the observation or reilection which locates the site of the work? The observation

establishes the datum that struct1u•es the elements of the work, moving from a collection of

fragments, to an organization of parts which develop its own course of development.
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API'endix 
Thesis: To Know an architcl'lund lhing. 
To begin by challenging a n 1 ~c l11 1"atio11 , slripping it lo the cs~ential.s, to ~·1·:cal 
the 11rinciplc which dirt,'('fS one '.oi ljlU'SI lo l1·arn , <md lo b1'6'111 agmn , Llus 1s 

11hrrt'onc makes thei r I rut· dis1"1J\'1' ri1•s. 
Pn_>liminary i1wcstigations of tlw 1111111rl' of a 11 1.11T h itc1·tural thing, wHll , to 
protert and harbor as a tlu·mL'. Which lm~'1' l1·ad I~ 1·hall1·11.ging th1· roles 
and dial~'llC between m·t and though1 (ohjt't'I aml 1dt•a, 1lomg uncl 
thinking). and at the forming of ii first 11rinc·ipl1· 1hrn11gl1 ii qucslion which 
lorales 1hcsi1c of one's work. 
To fom1 a ·firs! prirwiplc' 
·Spiral' dialOf,'llC belwt't'll h•arning and nmlt'riulity. (fol"I and t hought , 
thought and act) 
I. Learning: to know 

to know thf' nature of things 
\. ChaUenge: pr·evious L"tllwalion 

I. process: linear Sl'ljUCIH'(' of llt·si!,'ll 
a. lranslation 1hrough gcm.'ralors and gr ids 
b. production: not thinking 

2. Behaviorism: abandons co111•f•pts of mind and cons,·iousncss. 
a. objective study of be havio r 
b. dela(·lunent of l'Ollll'XI 

B. He-e,•aluate: bcJi,•fs 
role of thinking: "ust:' of 1)hilosopl1y 
a. to begin wi1h idf'as of reason 
b. translation: of un idea into an·hitt.-clurc 

2. role of 1>lay: act . feeling, inwbrination 
a. to begin with a thing, Auho 
b. investigations: d is,·overics design 

C. leam: act, not prO('f'SS. 
I. begin wi1h a1·1, sn1scs, iuul imagination , inlernalizcd 

a. sim1>lc ubscrvalion , rcne(·tion combination of simplt• to 
complex -Lockt.• 

b. to know rwturf• of 1hings: way abs1nu·1ivc uml d iscurs ive 
intclk'Cl draws from sense a111I imagin ation judgcnwnl, 
reason. -Aquinas 

c. to t.-<luc1.1tc through imagim11io11, senses, acl explore 
prope rties to a thing. first ::u·t in single facul ty of knowing the 
archikctura\ ubjt·•·t . 

2. Knowledge of lht.· individual 
a. balance belWl"<'ll cxpcriPnce a nd 1heory: eXJ:H!rience 

knowledge of individual, theory knowlctlge of uniwrsal, 
actions produ .. tions an• knowledge of the individua l 
-Arislollt• 

h. thinking and 11c)t•l ry; thin kin" informs poetic indircctJy. 
Possih'.Uty of intcrfercrw" of thinking wi1h p~H!li1· - I lcidcggcr 
II. Tlun~ thcmsclw s: -Aristotle 

A. Materiality: relt•using inlo its own 
I. confronts mun; as a solitary ohj1·ct marking the la ndsca1>e, as a 

set of objects whirh enclose 
a. will it chung1· 111y pc n•t•ption? 

2. Uton - As a n an:hitcct one can dream of creatincr a good 
hedgerow. We know these hedgerows from the :inter la ndscape 
~here they stand nah"<I, trees and bushes thick and 
mtcrtwint.'<I, soflt'ning the ficr,·c force of the winier wind. Then 
comes spring a nti the time to b loom. The yearly wonder as the 
hedge awakens und is alive, rich in color. 
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3. Lhings Lhemsclvcs 
a. ArisLoLle 
b. GocLhc: "'sib'11ificant roughness" 
c. Frampton: Lacon..ic: sparta n: speaking or wriling with 

sparlan brevity, curl , Lersc undemonstrative, pithy, or 
concise expression. 

B. To protect and ha rbor as a theme 
I. Wall : as an interval between 2 cUssimiliar institulions of man, 

protects and fortifies each; to divide, to dcfenll , to prott.-ct , to 
bring forth. 
a. place wiLhin 11 walJ - in<l..ividual 
b. l' lace surrounded by walls - society 
c. purls of a wall, rampart , beam, pole, wickerwork. 

C. Location of the work 
J. Site: Hcidcgger - Site a place in wltich everything comes 

toget11cr, is conccnclratcd. The site gathers onto itself, 
supremely and in the exlrc mc. Its galhcring power pe netrates 
and 1>ervades everyllting. The sile, the galhcring power, galhers 
in and prcSt:rves all it has gat11Cred , not li ke an encapsulaLing 
shell but ra lher by 1>enctraling wilh its own lighl all it has 
gaLhcn..-d, and only thus releasing it into its own nature." 
a. Two sites: physical and intcUecl. 

2. Trndilion: Mcrleau-Ponty: For La lone into heing for myself 
(and Lherefore into be ing in the only sense 1hat the word can 
ha\'e fo rmt."<I) the tradition which I clt.-cl to carry on , o r the 
horizon whose dis tance from me would be a bolisht."<I since that 
d istance is not one of its properties - if I were not there to scan it 
with my gaze. 

3. Limits: arbritray in purpose; Limitations enable to distiilb'u.ish. 
a. rcla livc/absolute: how docs a n objt..'CI change towards the 

reJalive movement of changing lintitations 
b. ftxing nn expression of first priiw iple in a particular form 
c. knowing liinitulions is instrumental ii1 giving form. 

Eml with a qucsl.ion. Architectun• to ha rbor a nd prott.-ct, to relate and 
separate man. 
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‘ (ABSTRACT)

In an education it is necessary to re-evaluate those principles which are the foundation of how one
learns. Only by challenging these basic principles is it possible to prevent stagnation and to cultivate dis-
coveries. The discoveries of this work focus on the architect1u·al object/thing and limdamentally how it is
conceived, constructed, and thought about.

This work challenges the previous education by not relying on a program, building type, htunan needs
or context. The work attempts to apprehend and understand a basic notion about architecture. The
premise is that exploration of an architectural element will lead to thoughtfhlly about concerns

which were previously believed to be ‘generators.’




